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1. INTRODUCTION 
In several previous papers, [2, 4, 6-S], the techniques of multilinear 
algebra were used to investigate inequalities for generalized matrix 
functions. In the present paper we continue these investigations by ex- 
tending the classical Minkowski determinant inequality to a rather wide 
class of functions. A discussion of the possibilities for equality in the results 
will constitute a significant part of what follows. As usually happens 
in these matters, the analysis of equality is difficult and will depend on 
some identities for the components of decomposable symmetrized tensors 
analogous to the quadratic relations for the Grassmann varieties [3]. 
Recall that the Minkowski determinant theorem [5, p. 115] states that 
if A and B are n-square positive semidefinite hermitian matrices, then 
(det(A + B))‘/” > (det(A))l/” + (det(B))l/*. (1) 
Let H be a subgroup of S,, the symmetric group on (1, . , , m}, 
let x be a character of degree 1 on H, and let A be an m-square matrix. 
We define the generalized matrix function dxH by 
e.g., if H = S, and x = sgn, then (2) becomes det(A); if H = S,,, 
and x 3 1, then (2) specializes to the permanent function, per(A). The 
main results of this paper are contained in Theorems 1 and 2. 
* The work of this author was supported by the Air Force OffIce of Scientific 
Research under Grant 698-67. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A and B be positive semidefinite hermitian n-square 
matrices. 1/ AB = BA, and u) = (ml, . . . , on), m < n, is any sequence 
of integers of length m, 1 < ~r)~ < n, i = 1, . . . , m, therz 
dxH((A + B)l’“[w(w]) > dxH(A”“[o+]) + dxH(B’l”[colw]), (3) 
where, for any n-square matrix X, X[ojw] is the m-square matrix whose 
(i, i) entry is x,,,,.. 
1 
If m = n and w = (1, . . . , n), then (3) specializes to 
dQ((A + B)l’“) >, dxH(A1ln) + dXH(B1ln). (4) 
If dxH = det, then (4) becomes 
(det(A + B))l/” > (det(A))l’” + (det(B))lln, (5) 
the Minkowski inequality for the case that AB = BA. We shall show 
that (5) follows trivially from Theorem 1 for general positive semidefinite 
hermitian A and B without the assumption of commutativity. A discussion 
of the case of equality in (3) is possible, Since AB = BA and both are 
positive semidefinite hermitian, A and B have a common orthonormal 
basis of eigenvectors, vi, . . . , v,. Let ilj and ,u+ i = 1, . . . , n, be the eigen- 
values of A and B corresponding respectively to vi, i = 1, . . ., n. Then 
a partial analysis of the cases of equality in Theorem 1 is contained in 
the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be positive definite hermitian. Assume that the 
ratios &/pi, i = 1, . . . , n, are d&id, and that m > 3. If UI = (c+, . . . , w,,J 
is such that dxH((A + B)““[olw]) > 0, and not all wi aye the same, then 
inequality (3) is strict. 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be specialized to the permanent function: 
COROLLARY 1. If A and B are n-square commuting positive semidefinite 
hermitiart matrices then 
per((A + B)l/*) > per(A’l”) + per(B1in). 
If B is positive definite and the ratios Li/,uui,  = 1, . . . , n, of the eigenvalues 
of A and B aye distinct, then the preceding ilzequality is strict for n >, 3. 
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Other similar results may be obtained by applying Theorem 1 to 
suitable positive semidefinite hermitian commuting matrices A and B. 
THEOREM 3. Let B be a positive semidefinite n-square hermitian matrix 
of rank Y. Let ,LQ, . . . , ,uu, be the nonzero eigenvalues of B, and let P,+~ = 
. , . = ,u, = 0 be the remaining eigenvalues. If cc) = (ol, . . . , 0,) is some 
sequence of length m such that 
d,*((I, + B)*‘* [wiw]) > 0, (6) 
then 
d,n((I, + B)l/“[oim]) > 1 + dxH(B1’“[wlw]). (7) 
Moreover, if x $ 1 and pl, . . , ,uu, are distinct, then equality holds in (7) 
only if 
r < n - $,,, (8) 
where p, is the number of distinct integers occurring in LU. 
A somewhat different version of Theorem 3 follows: 
THEOREM 4. Let B be positive semidefinite hermitian of rank Y. Let 
YlJ...~l& be the nonzero eigenvalues of B, and let ,u,+~ = . - . = ,u, = 0 
be the remaining eigenvalues of B. If Q = (ol, . . . ) a,,,) is any sequence 
of length m such that 
dXH((I, + B) [o+l) > 0, (9) 
then 
dxH((I, + B) lojwl) 3 1 + &H(B[~/~l). 
A ftecessary condition for equality to hold in (10) is that 
Y & n ~- p,,,. 
(10) 
(11) 
2. PROOFS 
To prove these results we introduce some combinatorial notation for 
sequences. Let H be a subgroup of S,, the symmetric group on the integers 
(1, . . . , m}. Let x be a character of degree 1 on H and let r,,, be the 
set of all n”’ sequences of length m chosen from (1, . . . , n}. Define an 
equivalence relation, -, on r, n as follows: if a = (ar, . . . , a,) E T, n, 
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then /? = (&, . . , /?,) - cc if o! = p” = (/?,u,, . . . , /Iof,,) for some o E H. 
From the equivalence classes thus determined, pick a system of distinct 
representatives, choosing from each class the sequence which is lowest 
in lexicographic order. Denote this system of distinct representatives 
by A,“,%. For example, if H = S,,,, then A:,, = G,,,, the subset of r,, 
consisting of all nondecreasing sequences. If H is the identity groui, 
then A;,, = r,,,. Now for each M E A$, let H, be the subgroup of H 
consisting of all CT E H such that CP = cc, i.e., H, is the stabilizer of CI. 
Let d,H,, be the set of all tc E AZ,, such that 
If x E 1, then d&, = AZ,,. In particular, if H = S, and x = sgn, then 
a:,, = Q,,,, the set of all strictly increasing sequences in I’, )E. We also 
observe in general that G_ C O,“,fi and that Qtit, C AZ,,. ’ We shall 
abbreviate A:,% and AZ,, to A and 6, respectively, once the H and x 
are understood. 
Now let V’ be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers 
and let @y=rT/’ be the tensor product of I’ with itself m times. For H 
a subgroup of S, and x a character of degree 1 on H, define the symmetry 
operator T,: @pi”=,V -, @b,V by 
where h is the order of H and P(o) is the permutation transformation on 
@&V to itself satisfying 
The range of TX will be denoted by Vxm(H) and is called the symmetry 
class of tensors associated with H and x [l, p. 1291. We write 
T,vl 6 . . . @ vc, = v1 * . . . e v,. (13) 
If e,, . . . , e, is a basis of V, then the tensors 
e,, * - f. * eOln = e,*, OEd, 
form a basis for Vxm(H). If e,, . . ., e, is an orthonormal basis of V, then 
the tensors 
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(14) 
form an orthonormal basis for Vx”‘(H) where 
and the inner product on @!!lV is defined by 
It is easily seen from (12) and (13) that if o E H, then 
%(l) * . . * * Vo($+$ = X(U)V, * * . . * v,. (15) 
Moreover, if w E r’,,, and o is not equivalent to a member of 6, then 
for arbitrary vi, . . . , v, in V, we have 
?I,* = 0. (16) 
For, if u E H,, then 
VW * zzz v* g = X(u)%l*. (17) 
Summing both sides of (17) as o runs through H,, we obtain 
v(o)v,* = 0 
and hence v * = 0. 
Now let ?: V + V be a linear transformation. The transformation 
induced by T on Vxm(H), K(T): Vxm(H) + Vm(H), is defined bl 
K(T)v, * . * . * urn = Tv, * - . . * Tv,. (18) 
Clearly, from (18) it follows that 
K(ST) = K(S)K(T). (1’3) 
Moreover, if A,, . . . , 2, are the eigenvalues of T corresponding respectively 
to linearly independent eigenvectors vi, . . . , v, (assume such v, exist), 
then 
AJL,,, . - . Lulm, Q E A-, (20) 
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are the eigenvalues of K(T) corresponding to the eigenvectors v,*, cu E 6. 
We shall find it convenient to write (20) as 
where m,(m) is the number of times the integer t occurs in the sequence o. 
From (18) and (19) we see that K(T) inherits many of the properties of 
T; i.e., if T is unitary or positive semidefinite hermitian or normal, 
so is K(T). We observe finally that if x1, . . . , x,, yl, . . , y, are in V 
and A is the matrix whose (i, i) entry is (xz, y?), then 
1 
(xl*...*x,,yl*...*3’m)=--dxH(A). 
h 
(21) 
Now suppose that T and S are commuting positive semidefinite 
hermitian transformations. Let zlI, . . . , v,, be an orthonormal basis of 
common eigenvectors for T and S: 
SVi = /&vi, i=l,...,m 
Thus if m is a positive integer we have (T + S)%J~ = (34, + ,u,)~%~, 
i = 1,. . ., n. Let E = {e,, . . . , e,> be another orthonormal basis of V, 
and let A and B be positive semidefinite hermitian matrices for which 
[TIEE = AT, [SIEE = BT. Then clearly [(T + S)l’m]EE = ((A + B)lim)T. 
For o in I’,,,, we compute 
(K((T + S)r’“)v&“*, Vie,*) = dzH(((T + SPe,., 6)) t I 
= 4H(((A + W’“)&ii 
= dxH((A + B);‘“w.) 
I’ 1 
Similarly, 
= dxH((A + B)““[c+]). (22) 
(K(T1lm)v%e,*, vi;;e,*) = dXH(~41/“[ojo]), 
(93) 
(K(S1/m)Vhe,*, Vhe,*) = dxH(B1’m [wlrfl]). 
Now, if o is not equivalent to any member of 6, then e,* = 0, and hence 
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both sides of (3) are zero. avow suppose o = ,P, ,8 E 6, ~7 E H. Then for 
any X: V -V, we have 
Thus we may as well assume w E 6. 
Define the nonnegative numbers c,,,~ by 
The orthonormal properties of the two bases (hIv(o))“2eo* and (h{v(y))%,* 
imply immediately that zoe;l~,,y = 1 and ~YE~c,,y = 1 for each w 
and y in 6. Thus, using Holder’s inequality, we write 
for any (u in 6. But we then have from (22) that 
and (3) is established. 
To prove Theorem 2, we observe from (22) that if S is positive definite, 
then 
(K((T + S)l/“)j/he,*, Vie,*) = dxH((A + B)l/m[~)~]) 
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is strictly positive if and only if o is equivalent to some member of 6. 
To analyze the equality in (3), we need the following purely combinatorial 
result, which is of some interest in itself: 
LEMMA. Let H be a subgroup of S,, x a character of degree 1 on H. 
Let e,, . . , c,, and vl, . . . , n,, be bases for V. Let vi* = vo, * . . . * vL, i = 
1 If na>3and w~disnotof theformcc,=(s,s,...,s), then 
tit, ;i;z:“;, ecu* cannot be in the subspace U of V,,:(H) spanned b>j the vi*, 
i=-= l,...,?z. 
Boo/. The lemma clearly holds for m > 2 if x $ 1, for then vi* = 0, 
i= l,...,n. Thus assume that x 3 1 and e,,* E U. Then we have 
e,* =; c * &VI (25) 
r--l 
for scalars c,, not all zero. Let 
IL 
21, = 2 ailelI i :7 1 I. ..I fL. (26) 
j=l 
where the matrix A = (aij) in (26) is nonsingular. We expand (25) as 
follows : 
Thus from (25) and (26) we see that 
(27) 
(26) 
for allyEd, y#jt. First suppose that mJw)<w~-2, t=l,...,n, 
and consider column j of A. Since A is nonsingular, column i is not zero. 
Determine integers 1 < z, < * . * < tl < s such that at,i, . . . , azrl are all 
the nonzero entries in column i. We assert that cr, = - * - = c,” = 0. 
To prove this, consider rows rr, . . , t,. of ‘4. There must exist integers 
1 < p, < * . - < /?, ,( n such that 
det(A [rib]) # 0. (29) 
Consider the following sequences :
cc(‘) = (j, j. . .) !‘, i(i,, 
where i occurs m - 1 > 2 times in each K(‘). Each CC(‘) is equivalent to 
some o@) in d and none of the w@) can be co since WZ~(W) < m - 2. Then 
using each rtifi) . m (28) in succession we obtain the following system of 
equations : 
c,a~-‘al& + . . 
m-1 
i- c,a, anti, = 0 
(30) 
Ilt - 1 
Gl% ai0, + . . . i wnj 
m-la,li, = 0. 
Letting X be the r x n matrix whose (9, 4) entry is xP4 = az-‘uqflo, we 
may rewrite (30) as 
xc = 0, (31) 
in which c is the vector (cr, cs, . . , cn). We note that column 4 of X is 
zero unless 4 E (-cl, . . . , T,}. Thus, if we consider the r-square submatrix 
of X obtained by using all r rows, and columns numbered zr, . . . , T,, (31) 
becomes 
.u jl, . . . , Y/Tl, . . , T”JC, = 0, 
where c, = (c,,, . . . , c, ). But T 
m-1 
azl, a,,p, . . . a4i a, fl I r 
The determinant of matrix (33) is 
+-l det A([rJB!) #O 
(32) 
1. (33) 
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because of (29). Thus (33) is nonsingular and it follows that cr, = * * * = 
c 5 
= 0. Now if some ck # 0, the above argument implies that ahi = 0, 
j= l,..., n, which contradicts the nonsingularity of A. Thus we must 
have cr = * * * = c, = 0 and this is impossible in view of (25). 
Now suppose that m,(w) = m - 1 for some t, 1 < t < n, i.e., o is 
equivalent to some sequence of the form (j, j, . . . , j, k), k # j. We first 
assert that at most one of the c, is not zero. For, suppose that cp and cp 
are not 0, p # p. Then by applying the previous argument to all columns 
of A except column i, we obtain 
apt = 0, t#j* 
(34) 
aqt - 0, t #j. 
But if (34) holds, A is singular. Hence assume cp # 0, ct = 0, t # 9. 
Then we have from (25) 
Moreover, since 
and hence (35) 
Since not all of 
e *=covp*. 0) (35) 
apt = 0, t # j, (26) implies that 
vP = apjei, 
becomes 
ecu* = c 
p $7 1 am.e * - . * * e,. (36) 
or,...,w, are the same, (36) is not possible and hence 
e * 4 U. This proves the lemma. n, 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2, we observe in (24) that the in- 
equality 
fJ (at + pt)mt(y)‘m 3 fj P(Y)‘m +fJ ptmt(v)‘m (37) 
is strict unless there is a constant c such that 
ht = C,+ t=1,...,m, (36) 
or 
a,? = /+ = 0 (39) 
for some i, 1 < i < m. Now (39) is not possible since B was assumed 
to be positive definite hermitian. Moreover, since the quotients ilJpi 
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are assumed to be distinct, (38) is not possible (and hence inequality 
(37) is strict) unless y has the form 
y = (i, i, . . ., i). (40) 
Thus we see from (24) that c,,~ = 0 unless y has the form (40). This in 
turn implies that equality holds in (3) if and only if e,* is in the space 
spanned by tensors of the form Us*, i = 1,. . . , rt. If x g 1, vui* = 0, 
i= l,..., n, and hence the inequality (3) is strict for all w E d for m > 2. 
If x G 1, m > 3, and w is not of the form (i, i, . . . , i) for any i, then by 
the above lemma e,,, * is not in the space spanned by tensors of the form 
vz* and again inequality (3) is strict. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We can exhibit an example for which (3) is an equality for w E 6, 
m=n=Z. Let H = S,, x z 1, and let ej = (Sil, Siz), i = 1, 2, be the 
standard basis of Vz. Let 
vl = $(@e, + 1/&J. 
0s = $(VZe, - V2e.J. 
Then {vr, us} is also an orthonormal basis for V, and we compute that 
&(21r * 2)r - 21s * vs) = e, * es. 
Thus er * es E (vr * or, vs * vs) and we see that for the lemma to hold 
it is indeed necessary that m 3 3. Now let 
and set 
and 
Then AB = BA and {~lr, ~a} is a common orthonormal 
vectors for A and B. We compute that 
basis of eigen- 
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Then per(Ar/‘) + per(Br”) = 7/2 = per((A + B)l/‘), and (3) is equality 
for this case. 
The Minkowski determinant inequality is easily seen to be a corollary 
to Theorem 1. For let A be positive definite hermitian, B positive semi- 
definite hermitian, and take dxH = det. We may apply Theorem 1 in the 
special case (4) to I,, and A-l’“BA-“” to obtain 
(det(A))-l/“(det(A + B))l/” = (det(A-l))nn(det(A + R))l/* 
= (det(A-1/2))1/fl(det(A + B))lin(det(A-li”))li” 
= (det(1, + A-l/zBA-l/s))l/fi 
> det(1,) + (det(A-l12BA--ll%))lln 
= 1 + (det(A))-l/“(det(B))l/S. (41) 
Multiplying both sides of (41) by (det(A))“” yields the result. 
In Theorems 3 and 4 it is clear from what we have done that 
d,“((L + B) [+I) > 0 (42) 
if and only if w N p for some /I E 6. Thus, in proving Theorems 3 and 4, 
we again need consider only cases for which Q E A. To establish (7) we 
apply Theorem 1 to I, and B. If equality holds in (7), then from (24) we 
have for each y Ed that either c,_, = O,!or 
(43) 
There are three possibilities : 
(i) m,(r) > 0 for some t E (1, . . ., Y> and m,(y) > 0 for some t e 
(r + 1, . . . , fz}. Then the right side of (43) is 1 while the left side of (43) 
is strictly larger than 1. Hence c,,~ = 0. 
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(ii) m,(v) >0 for some t E (1, . . .,r} andm,(y)=Oforallt~{~+l,.. .,n}. 
Since pr, . . . , ,u, are all distinct, we must have c,,~ = 0 or yr = * . - = y,,$. 
But the latter possibility is excluded since x $ 1. Hence c,,+ = 0. 
(iii) m,(y)=Oforallt~{1,...,~}andm,(y)>Oforsomet~(r+1,...,n}. 
In this case both sides of (43) are 1 and no additional information is 
obtained. 
Thus (i), (ii), and (iii) imply that if t E (1, . . ., I}, ~(,,~m,(y) = 0. Hence, 
for t~{l, . . ., r} we have 
c C,,,%(Y) = 6. (44) 
,‘EJi 
In [3] it was proved that 
c C”V%(Y) = ,gr ?(W)SL, 
YE2 
where sti = I(vt, ei)12. Hence, from (44), 
,z mi(Q)Stj = 01 L=l,...,r. (4.5) 
Therefore, we have 
(% Gi) = 6, j=l,..., m, t=1,..., Y. 
It follows that 
(211, . . > ~~~)C(e,,,...,e,,~)~ (46) 
and hence r < n - p,. 
We remark that in Theorem 3 if m = n, u = (1,. . . , n), and x $ 1, 
then (7) becomes 
d,H((I, + B)l/X) > 1 + &H(P”). (47) 
Moreover, from (4(i), equality can hold in (47) if and only if B = 0. 
To prove Theorem 4 we compute for o E 6: 
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(48) 
Thus (48) yields (10). If equality holds in (10) then for each y E d we have 
c W,Y = 0 or 
fi (1 + Pt)+) = 1 + fi PPCV). (49) 
There are two possibilities for y : 
(i) m,(y) > 0 for some t E (1, . . ., Y}. Then the inequality (49) is 
strict and hence cUY = 0. 
(ii) m,(y) = 0 for all t E (1, . . . , Y}. Then equality holds in (49) and 
no additional information is obtained. 
Thus for any t E (1, . . . , Y) we again obtain 
m,(y)c,,,,, = 0, 
and precisely as in Theorem 3 we conclude that 
This proves Theorem 4. If m = n and w = (1, . , . , n) we also obtain 
as a corollary that 
&“(&I + B) 3 1 + dxH(B). (50) 
Equality holds in (50) if and only if B = 0. 
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